The extraction of stable isotopes of Eu and Ce was investigated from simulated sodium-bearing waste (SBW) and dissolved zirconium calcine by TRUEX and CMP solvents at the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant (ICPP). Single batch contacts were carried out in order to evaluate the rare earth behavior in the extraction, scrub, strip and wash sections for the proposed flowsheets. It has been shown that these lanthanides are efficiently extracted from the sodium-bearing wastes into either solvent, are not scrubbed and are stripped from both of the extractants with dilute HEDPA. The extraction distribution coefficients for Ce and Eu are higher in the TRUEX solvent (DCe = 1 1.7, DE,, = 14.9) compared with CMP (DC, = 9.3, DE,, = 7.23) for SBW. The extraction distribution coefficients for Ce and Eu are considerably less in the TRUEX solvent (Dce=l .13, DEu=l .S) than in the CMP solvent @,=7.4, DEu=6.1) for dissolved zirconium calcine feeds. The lower distribution coefficients for the extraction of lanthanides in the TRUEX / dissolved zirconium calcine system can be explained by zirconium loading of the solvent. The data obtained also confirmed that Ce and Eu can be used as non-radioactive surrogates for Am in separation experiments with acidic solutions.
INTRODUCTION
At present, the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant is carrying out a series of experiments in order to evaluate and compare the TRUEX and CMP processes for removing the actinides fiom two high-level waste streams. The first stream, sodium-bearing waste (SBW), was generated from decontamination and solvent wash activities associated with spent fuel reprocessing. The second is zirconium calcine from the solidification of fuel reprocessing raffinates, subsequently dissolved in €€NO3 . This calcine type represents the largest quantity of calcine inventory at the ICPP, approximately 80% of the total calcine volume. The behavior of actinides as well as some of the other coextracted elements such as Zr, Hg and Tc for both solvents and for both waste streams has been studied at the ICPP [ 1-51. These radioactive streams also contain some rare earth elements such as Ce and Eu, whose chemistry in TRUEX and CMP extraction systems is of interest, particularly because it was assumed that the lanthanides behavior in these processes could be similar to that of the actinides. Thus, the purpose of this work was to determine the extraction, scrub, strip and wash distribution coefficients of the rare earth elements (specifically Ce and Eu) in the proposed TRUEX and CMP flowsheets for the treatment of sodium-bearing waste and dissolved zirconium calcine.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

SBW and Dissolved Zirconium Calcine Feeds
TRUEX and CMP flowsheet tests were carried out using stable isotopes of Ce and Eu, spiked into non-radioactive simulated SBW and dissolved zirconium calcine solutions, respectively. SBW simulant was prepared in accordance with the average chemical composition of the major nonradioactive components in SBW. The composition of the SBW simulant is shown in Table 1 .
A dissolved calcine simulant represents the composition of the non-radioactive components of the chosen dissolved zirconium calcine. This simulant is characterized in Table 2 . Cr (VI) is present in a considerable amount (5.75E-3 M) in dissolved calcine solutions and is coextracted with the actinides, causing some physical problems. Prior to the test, hydrogen peroxide was added to this calcine simulant for reduction of Cr (VI) to the non-extractable Cr (III) form in order to suppress the extraction of Cr. This solution was allowed to stand for 24 hours to ensure equilibrium conditions were reached.
TRUEX and CMP Solvents
The TRUEX solvent used in these tests contained 0. Experimental Procedure
Four different tests were pedonned using CMP and TRUEX solvents for SB W and dissolved calcine solutions. The experimental flowsheets are shown in Figures 1,2,3 
Analytical Procedure
Samples of aqueous feed and raffinates fiom each contact (extraction, scrub, strip or solvent wash) were taken for spectrochemical analysis. The sample concentration was determined by an ICP atomic emission spectrophotometer and the distribution coefficients of the elements being studied were calculated. Because there is no method for directly analyzing the TRUEX and CMP solvents, all the organic samples were stripped with 0.25 M HEDPA in 0.05 M HNO, at an O/A=0.2. The material balances determined fiom the concentrations of Eu and Ce in the HEDPA strips of the organic samples and aqueous samples were typically 100% lo%, indicating that the elements were quantitatively stripped fiom the organic phases. Analyses of the aqueous phases provided a method for the indirect analysis of the organic phase and subsequent determination of distribution coefficients.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The behavior of lanthanides was evaluated in the sodium-bearing waste and dissolved zirconium calcine for both the TRUEX and CMP solvents. The distribution coefficients for Eu and Ce are shown in Tables 3 and 4 . In general, the data obtained demonstrate that the rare earths are efficiently extracted from the sodium-bearing waste into either solvent, are not scrubbed and are stripped from both of the extractants with dilute HEDPA. The extraction distribution coefficients for Eu and Ce are higher into the TRUEX solvent in comparison with CMP for SBW. This is expected because CMPO is a much stronger complexant than CMP. The fact that the distribution coefficients for the extraction of lanthanides fiom the dissolved calcine feed into the TRUEX solvent are lower, can be explained by the higher concentration of zirconium in this feed than in SBW. Zirconium can load the TRUEX solvent and suppress the extraction of both elements. The effect of the solvent loading can be avoided in the CMP / dissolved zirconium calcine flowsheet (Figure 4) , because the CMP does not appreciably extract zirconium.
The dissolved zirconium calcine feed was spiked with Ce and Eu in the form of Ce(N03)3*6H20 and Eu203 respectively. In order to prevent the extraction of chromate, the calcine feed was reduced with hydrogen peroxide prior to contact with both of the solvents. During previous testing it was noticed that small amounts of chromate in the solvent caused third-phase formation and interfacial crud, therefore, eliminating the extraction of chromate by reducing Cr (VI) to Cr 011) has simplified the calcine flowsheets. Based on the difference of the electric potentials [7] , hydrogen peroxide will not reduce Eu (111) to Eu 01). Cerium, added as Ce(III), is expected to remain in the trivalent state and not oxidize to Ce (IV). Thus it was assumed that both of the lanthanides were in a trivalent form in the feed solutions. Table 3 . Europium distribution coefficients
The Eu and Ce distribution coefficients obtained in these four tests are in a good agreement (see Table   5 ) with data for Am @I) which were obtained as part of another study [8] . Thus it is concluded, that both of the rare earth elements can be used as non-radioactive surrogates for Am in TRUEX or CMP extraction studies with acidic solutions. It is also apparent that the rare earth elements will follow the actinides through the separation process and report to the high-activity waste fraction. This is expected to have no effect on the volume of high-level waste glass produced, or adversely affect the performance of the separations processes. The use of trivalent rare-earth elements as Am surrogates in non-radioactive separations tests, primarily in the 5.5-cm Centrifugal Contactor Mockup, is recommended. 
